Creative Writing Summer Institute  
July 12 – July 16 2010  
Main Campus Seton Hall University  

The Creative Writing Summer Institute is a one-week on-campus summer program designed for high school students interested in creative writing. The course will introduce students to the fundamentals of three genres of creative writing, fiction, poetry and creative non-fiction, as well as the rudiments of literary craft. Students will explore a range of literary styles, both through daily reading assignments and daily writing exercises. By the end of the week, each student will have produced 30 pages of original work and contributed to an online writing journal for student work.

Learn about the rudiments of literary craft and the three genres of creative writing -- fiction, poetry and creative non-fiction

**Morning Sessions: Fiction & Poetry**
- ✔ learn the nuances of literary craft
- ✔ develop original creative work
- ✔ participate in informal discussions of writing exercises and workshops
- ✔ develop individual interests in creative writing

**Afternoon Sessions: Creative Non-Fiction**
- ✔ explore and organize experience and ideas in a compelling manner
- ✔ produce essays that examine the meaning of experience
- ✔ engage in discussions of writing strategies
- ✔ complete short writing assignments that lead to a longer non-fiction essay

- Morning sessions and afternoon sessions
- Co-taught by university creative writing experts
- Daily reading and daily writing exercises

**Tuition for program: $695**

*For further information, please contact Cindy Jimenez  
(973) 761-9087 or Email: cindy.jimenez@shu.edu*